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Atlanta Hawks: No. 20 in NBA Watchability Rankings 

By: Adi Joseph 

A racism controversy in the upper ranks of the organization complicates the season for the Hawks, but 

they should be Eastern Conference playoff contenders and they come in at No. 20 in our NBA 

Watchability Rankings. 

2013-14 record: 38-44, lost in first round of Eastern Conference playoffs 

2014-15 projected record: 41-41, No. 7 seed in Eastern Conference playoffs 

What's new? Aside from the potential ownership and front-office overhaul, the Hawks made low-key 

moves in the offseason. They signed shooting guards Thabo Sefolosha and Kent Bazemore and drafted 

power forward Adreian Payne 15th overall. 

How good will they be? Al Horford's return from a torn chest muscle means the Hawks could be back to 

where they were for the early part of last season -- one of the four best teams in the East. But the East's 

top tier is better this year, and the Hawks' weak wings could cost them a few spots. 

What's the goal? It'd be nice to figure out who is running the franchise. On the court, the team has 

reached the playoffs in seven consecutive seasons yet never made the East finals. 

WHY YOU CAN'T MISS THEM 

The fallout and the good guys: In short, an ownership power play exposed racist comments that led to 

majority owner Bruce Levenson agreeing to sell his shares of the team and general manager Danny 

Ferry's future to be jeopardized. The Hawks' players, coaches and fans (along with Miami Heat forward 

Luol Deng) were undeserving victims. How will they respond to the adversity? 

Paul and Al: The Hawks' starting big men may be the most underrated pair in the NBA. Horford was on 

pace for his best season when he went down last year, and Millsap stepped right into his role as the top 

option. Both are versatile, tough and a little undersized. Put them together for a full season, and few can 

match. 

A new streak? Kyle Korver had made a three-pointer in 127 consecutive games before the streak ended 

in March. But that doesn't change Korver's status as the best catch-and-shoot marksman in the NBA, as 

he led the league in shooting 47.2% beyond the arc last year. He also doesn't get enough credit for his 

defense. 

PROJECTED STARTERS (with 2013-14 statistics) 

• PG: Jeff Teague — 16.5 points, 2.6 rebounds, 6.7 assists a game 

• SG: Kyle Korver — 12.0 points, 4.0 rebounds, 2.9 assists a game 



• SF: DeMarre Carroll — 11.1 points, 5.5 rebounds, 1.5 steals a game 

• PF: Paul Millsap — 17.9 points, 8.5 rebounds, 3.1 assists a game 

• C: Al Horford — 18.6 points, 8.4 rebounds, 2.6 assists a game 

 


